The results are obtained by solving a Riemannian version of the MongeKantorovich problem, which m e a n s minimizing the expected value of the cost c(x y) for transporting one distribution f 0 o f m a s s i n L 1 (M) o n to another. A companion article extends this solution to strictly convex or concave cost functions c(x y) 0 of the Riemannian distance on non-compact manifolds.
Introduction
The purpose of this note is is twofold: to announce a solution of the Monge-Kantorovich transportation problem in curved geometries, and to derive from it a factorization of maps which extends Brenier's polar decomposition theorem from Euclidean space to Riemannian manifolds.
In its original form, Brenier's theorem 4] factored each s : ;! R n in L 1 ( R n ) uniquely (on a bounded smooth domain R n ) i n to the composition s = t u of a volume preserving map u : ;! with the gradient t = r of a convex function : R n ;! R f +1g. Evans 15] . However, it has remained unclear how to formulate such a theorem in curved geometries, where convex functions (and their gradients) hardly make sense, let alone their connection with mappings. In the meantime, the optimal transportation problem of Monge 27] and Kantorovich 2 1 ] , central to Brenier's proof, has been studied intensively see e.g. Rachev and R uschendorf 29] . An understanding of its geometry obtained with Gangbo 19] for a large class of costs on Euclidean space sets the stage for exploring its Riemannian structure. 
among all Borel maps s 2 S( ) w h i c h push forward to , meaning 
with : M ;! R c-concave yields the optimal map. Thus the existence of a potential = cc whose gradient s p e c i e s w h i c h direction | r (x) 2 T M x | and how far | jr (x)j x | t o m o ve the mass geodesically along M from -a.e.] x to its destination characterizes optimality. In the Euclidean case, one recovers t(x) = x ; r (x) from (4), while for c(x y) = jx ; yj The optimal map t(x) = exp x ;r (x)] pushing forward to with = cc is the rst factor decomposing s. To nd the second factor, assume << vol, meaning s collapses no set with positive measure onto a set of zero volume s is non-degenerate in the terminology of Brenier. It is easy to guess that the optimal map t 2 S( ) must bethe inverse to t in the sense that t(t (y)) = y -a.e.]. Setting u = t s ensures t u = s holds -a.e., while u # = t # (s # ) = t # = so the measure is perserved under u. Volume is preserved if we started out with = vol. Apart from sets of measure zero, there is only one map in S( ) of the form (4) with = cc , implying t and u are uniquely determined -a.e.
The main part of our work will be devoted to proving existence and uniqueness of a map t 2 S( ) minimizing Monge's transportation cost (1), and establishing (4) with = cc . Since the measures and are both nite and non-negative with the same total mass, it costs no generality to normalize them so that M] = M] = 1 i.e. to restrict our attention to (Borel) probability measures. As in the Euclidean case, our departure point is a dual problem 29] of Kantorovich type:
where
is a linear functional de ned on a convex subset 
holds for all Borel s : M ;! M and h : M ;! R f 1g, as is readily veri ed from de nition (2) by a p p r o ximating h using simple functions. Alternately, the Riesz representation theorem allows one to take (8) as the de nition of s # . Before entering into further details, a few remarks are necessary concerning the history of this manuscript. This paper has been in gestation for quite a long time. It is the author's pleasure to recall that the question of how to polar factorize vector elds on Riemannian manifolds was rst put to him by Dennis Sullivan (at a time when he was ill-prepared to solve it, especially since the Euclidean example initially misled us into trying to factor vector elds rather than maps) and again a year later by Tudor Ratiu (at a time when he found himself better equipped). He is pleased to acknowledge both of them, along with Stephen Semmes, for providing stimulating conversations during the course of the work. He is also grateful to Michael Cullen and Robert Douglas, who included a statement of the result in their announcement of its rst application 11]: nding simplifying variables for the semigeostrophic model of atmospheric dynamics on a sphere see also 12] 3]. Their setting is actually a non-compact manifold | the Northern hemisphere | with a conformally round metric proportional to the Coriolis force, which degenerates on the equator. Such manifolds are treated in 25], but require the additional hypothesis that (unbroken) minimal geodesics exist between every x 2 spt and y 2 spt . Interestingly enough, near the equator where this hypothesis fails, their model breaks down and weather patterns change drastically because the atmosphere has no preferred direction to swirl! Finally, i t m ust be noted that Dario Cordero-Erausquin has independently obtained a solution to the transportation problem on the at torus M = T n 10].
We now proceed to state a series of standard lemmas and introduce some nonsmooth analysis as a prelude to our rst substantial remarks: Proposition 6 and Lemma 7. These are used to prove our main results: Theorems 8, 9 and 11. We close by highlighting how the formal relationship between the polar factorization of maps and the Hodge decomposition of vector elds extends to the Riemannian setting.
Preliminaries
The results of this section, though well-known to part of our readership, are included for ease of reference and completeness. for all x 2 U and v 2 T M x . Choose > 0 small enough so that B n (0 ) (U) and replace U by the preimage ;1 (B n (0 )) of this ball. We shall show to be di erentiable vol-a.e. on U. Since a connected Riemannian manifold is locally compact and second countable from Kobayashi and Nomizu 22, Appendix 2], it is -compact, hence covered by countably many s u c h n e i g h bourhoods U M. The di erentiability of will therefore follow v ol-a.e. on M.
The geodesic distance between x y 2 U is bounded by the length of the path ( ) : = ;1 ((1 ; ) (x) + (y)) through U from x to y. Computing its arclength in As Evans and Gariepy s h o w, f is di erentiable on any countable intersection T F v i of these sets over a dense set of directions fv i g 2 @B n (0 1). Outside F v i di erentiability fails, so rf must beBorel. Clearly g kj @ x j f is also Borel on T F v i | and gives the coordinates of r on U n Z. We conclude that both r and Z M are Borel. 2
The preceding proof used only that the metric tensor g ij (x) was bounded (13) and Borel | but not necessarily continuous. Indeed, with the de nitions of De Cecco and Palmieri 13], the lemma can beextended immediately to Lipschitz Riemannian manifolds.
Method and Results
The chief technical complications arising in the Riemannian setting stem from nonuniqueness of minimal geodesics, and hence a lack of smoothness in the cost and the distance function. However, all singularities come in the form of upward pointing creases (and conical points) along the cut locus. Remarkably, this one-sidedness turns out to permit the problem to be nessed by i n troducing appropriate notions from nonsmooth analysis. Indeed, on smooth manifolds, one may expect the cost c(x y) = 
(x) + ) h( (x)) + + o( ):
Since h is non-decreasing, setting = gh p vi x + o(jvj x ) a n d invoking (15) yields
to complete the proof. The next lemma establishes a Young-like inequality together with conditions for equality. These conditions determine the form of the optimal map, and play a critical role in a uniqueness argument based on the original idea of Brenier 4] 
Lemma 7 (Tangency) Let (M g) be a connected, compact Riemannian manifold, 
= C(s) (19) from (6{8) and a c h a n g e o f v ariables applied to s # . Since both sides are nite, this shows sup
for some 2 R. However Lemma 7 shows ( c ) 2 Lip c satis es (x) + c (t(x)) = c(x t(x)) -a.e.]. Choosing (u v) = ( c ) and s = t therefore leads to equality in (18) , and hence (20) . Moreover J( c ) = = C(t) proves optimality o f t h e map t. Conversely, any map s 2 S( t # ) which achieves optimality must also satisfy C(s) = = J( c ), so equality continues to hold in (18) . From (16) we see (x) + c (s(x)) = c(x s(x)) must hold pointwise -a.e. On the set of full measure where is di erentiable, we conclude s(x) = e x p x ;r (x)] = t(x) from Lemma 7. 2
Note that the Kantorovich duality (5) was established for = t # in the preceding proof. It must therefore continue to hold under the hypotheses of Theorem 9. Denote the set where is di erentiable by d o m r M. Now dom r ] = 1 b y Lemmas 2 and 4, so t # = implies U := dom r \ t ;1 (dom r ) is a Borel set of full measure U] = 1 . For each x 2 U Lemma 7 yields 0 = c(x t(x)) ; c (t(x)) ; (x) = c(t(x) x ) ; (t(x)) ; c (x): Since t(x) 2 dom r , we conclude x = exp t(x) ;r (t(x))] from the same lemma applied to . Thus x = t (t(x)) on U and hence -a.e., which we'll use to prove t 2 S( ).
Given any continuous function h 2 C(M) we have 
with summation on like indices. Here the expressions i (0 x ) = x i and i (p z ) = p i in normal coordinates were used to obtain the second equality, while (x 0) = const throughout M (since t(x 0) = x) has been invoked to eliminate purely spatial derivatives of (x 0) from the third equality. Identifying w(z) = _ u(z 0) and (z) = ; _ (z 0), we recover the Hodge / Helmholtz decomposition v = w+r globally from (22) (23) (24) here w is divergence free since the C
